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1. IAP Business

IAP Book Purchases

The association has a number of past International Colloquium proceedings available for distribution. We currently have the following in stock:

- 8ICP Proceedings – Book
- 8ICP Proceedings – CD-ROM
- 7ICP Proceedings – Book
- 6ICP Proceedings – Book
- 5ICP Proceedings – Book
- 4ICP Proceedings – Book

Proceedings are available FREE to members, but shipping charges of $15 (USA) or $35 (outside of USA) will apply. Non-members may purchase the Proceedings for $25 plus shipping costs.

Furthermore,

The History of Paratuberculosis compiled by Rod Chiodini is available for 50 USD + shipping for members, and $125 +shipping for non-members.

To order please send an e-mail to Secretary-Treasurer Ray Sweeney at: rsweeney@vet.upenn.edu

and include the following information:

- Item and no. of each
- Shipping address
- Preferred method of payment
- E-mail address

The number of proceedings is limited so we operate by first-come-first-served principle.

Please place your order no later than 1 April 2012.

Also note that the 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th, and 11th Proceedings are available on-line at www.paratuberculosis.info.
Starting with the 9th ICP, a print version of the Proceedings are no longer produced by IAP. However, print versions of 9th, 10th, and 11th ICP can be purchased at http://www.proceedings.com/6219.html
11th International Colloquium on Paratuberculosis

Søren Saxmose Nielsen

The 11th International Colloquium on Paratuberculosis took place in Sydney 5-10 February. Richard Whittington and his colleagues had put together a very interesting programme for the participants. We were kept busy all the time – not only by scientific presentations, but most notably with a wonderful opportunity to discuss science and non-science with friends and colleagues. We owe the organizing committees and sponsors great thanks for making this meeting a huge success.

Parts of the science are now available via the proceedings at IAP’s website: http://www.paratuberculosis.info/web/index.php?view=article&id=727

So if you missed the meeting completely, missed a presentation because you were busy discussing why paratuberculosis is the most interesting infection globally, missed a presentation because you overslept, then you may be able to do a bit of catching-up by reading the proceedings.

Unfortunately, several members were unable to attend the meeting. You will get a chance to meet friends at the 12th ICP, which will take place in Parma (see below). We hope to see you there.
12th International Colloquium on Paratuberculosis

The 12th International Colloquium on Paratuberculosis will take place in Parma 22-26 June 2014. Visit the official website at: http://www.icp2014.eu/
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